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400 Million businesses are competing for the best 
innovation managers. 20% of them will create 100 
Million Innovation Management positions by end of 
this decade. This will represent the largest number of 
new jobs ever created within just 1 decade.

Creating awareness for this shift and educating 
people will be the biggest challenge. BlueCallom 
decided to expand its education program beyond 
customer training and offers training to become an 
innovation team member or manager independent 
of the technology we are offering.
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Learn to prepare an innovation project masterplan, 
build an innovation dream team and manage an 
entire innovation project from start to successful 
market scaling. Be able to produce innovations on 
demand in a repetitive manner.

3 Weeks | 6 Sessions | 3-Hours per session
ID 205110 | $2,500 per person

*Prerequisite: BCBM Certificates

How the Team Manager Program enhances 
your innovation career 

1. Enhance your management skills running a 
complete innovation project.

2. Build up new inspirational qualities for faster 
innovation results.

3. Add serious predictability into innovation 
management reporting.

4. Get new insight into innovation financing with a 
higher funding rate.

5. Significantly ramp up innovation success rate by 
having better KPIs and manageability.

Certified Deep Innovation Design 
Team Manager (BCDT)

Demystifying the act of innovation. Learn how to 
craft a genuine corporate wide-strategy, oversee 
innovation projects, guide innovation managers, 
coordinate multiple innovation projects and review 
project viability, timelines, budgets and succsess. 

1 Week | 3 Sessions | 3-Hours per session
ID 205180 | $2,200 per person

Certified Deep Innovation Design 
Executive (BCDE)
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How the Executive Program enhances your 
innovation career 

1. Understand that innovation is no more 
serendipity but strategic engagement.

2. Know what innovation teams you need to get to 
disruptive innovation.

3. Realize what you can request from your 
innovation leaders.

4. Help your board, unions, political leaders to deal 
with disruptive innovation.

5. Find great ways to leverage KPIs and innovation 
results for your annual report.

Certified Deep Innovation Design 
Master (BCDM)

Learn the core values of the Deep Innovation Design 
method and can compare it with Design Thinking. 
Discover each of the 12 innovation journey map steps 
and methods, the big five innovation types and the 
differences in industry specific innovation projects.

1 Week | 5 Sessions | 3-Hour per session 
ID 205100 | $2,625 per person

How the Master Program enhances
your innovation career

1. Find great innovation opportunities in the first 
place.

2. Get faster to disruptive innovation – not just 
improvements.

3. Help you validate your ideas before you need to 
ask for budgets.

4. Build prototypes much faster with fewer 
iterations.

5. Ensure you get the funding needed and not be 
turned down - 100%

https://bluecallom.com/imacad/
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Develop groundbreaking innovation

Learn how you can elevate your innovation effort 
to truly disruptive innovation, get it funded and 
bring it successfully to market. This course provides 
a comprehensive insight into the Deep Innovation 
Design Model and the Neuro Ideation Method at its 
core. Whether you want to become an Innovation 
Manager, an Executive, a Specialist, or take any other 
role in the innovation space, this program provides 
the essential know-how for the most advanced 
innovation design model.

In this course, you will learn how innovation 
opportunities can be discovered, what it means for 
an innovation strategy, and what kind of team would 
be perfect for the innovation journey. You then learn 
how you get to your customers’ deeply rooted needs, 
create groundbreaking innovation, and validate your 
concept in the market. We then take a very close 
look at innovation financing, the solution’s building 
process, and how you can bring it successfully to 
market. In the weeks to come, you will be known as 
the Deep Innovation Design Master for your ability 
to work with the complete Deep Innovation Design 
model.

Mastering the Deep Innovation Design 
Model

Certified Deep 
Innovation Design 
Master (BCDM) 

Length 1 Week

Workload
5 sessions
3-hour 
sessions per day

Delivery 
Mode

Instructor-led online 
Training in small groups
BlueCallom Software

✔ Prerequisite None

Start Date Check the website

Course ID ID 205100

Fees $1,600 per person
$3,800 per team

Certificate Exam
BCDM Certificate
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Everything you learn is based on a methodology 
toolbox so you can easily go back and review the 
steps.

• How to setup an innovation strategy
• How to assemble and lead an innovation 

management team
• How to seek, identify and capture innovation 

opportunities
• How to manage a modern neuro-ideation 

process to create innovations on demand
• How to conduct a field based idea validation 

process
• How to come up with an disruptive business 

model
• The keys to a robust innovation financing plan
• The keys to a orchestrate an innovation to market 

plan
• The keys to scale an innovation going to market
• How to work with an innovation management 

system software

What you will learn
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Skills you will gain

Each of the skills are based on a dedicated Innovation 
Journey method.

• Innovation project design skills
• Deep Innovation Design process skills
• Innovation opportunity discovery skills
• Basic neuro ideation skills
• Basic idea validation skills
• Basic innovation financing skills
• Basic Innovation-to-Market skills

Every innovative mind that wants to learn all about 
the “Deep Innovation Design” Model and techniques, 
may it be for industrial reasons or in any creative 
branch of businesses.

• All innovative minds
• Innovation team members, managers, executives
• Marketing, sales or operation managers 

interested in innovation
• Production, logistics, or other business-specific 

experts

Who is this for?

Program Details & Application

ID 205100 |  $ 2,625 / person*

• 1-weeks, instructor-led online training
• 3-hour sessions each day plus Q+A
• Online exam at the end of the program
• Total of 5 sessions

At present day, all our trainings are conducted online. 
BlueCallom is professionally connected via ultra high 
speed fiber connections to the Internet. We are using 
HD cameras and professional audio equipment.

*We reserve the right to change prices without notice. 
Please check our website for latest updates

Enroll in the Next Program

bluecallom.com/IMAcad  |  #BlueCallom
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Certified Deep 
Innovation Design 
Team Manager 
(BCDT) 

Length 3 Weeks

Workload
6 sessions
Two 3-hour 
sessions per day

Delivery 
Mode

Instructor-led online 
Training in small groups
BlueCallom Software

✔ Prerequisite BCDM Certificate

Start Date Check the website

Course ID ID 205110

Fees $2,500 per person

Certificate Exam
BCDT Certificate

Lead a team of innovative minds to success.

Today innovation management is one of the most 
attractive career opportunities.  The Innovation 
Manager is the equivalent of a Startup CEO. Whether 
you are a business manager in any size business, 
a product manager, or have any other managerial 
position, teaching students, or in the public sector, 
you will need to know, how innovation is managed.

In this course, you will combine the learning from the 
Deep Innovation Design program and the learning 
from applying Deep Innovation Design in a software 
application, with the management needs to lead an 
entire project. You will get insights into the “Back 
Stage” of the application which helps to navigate a 
team through each episode of the innovation journey, 
prepare reports that build the foundation for the next 
episode, and organize executive presentations for a 
flow of updates that prepares the executive’s mind for 
the final innovation.

The Art of Innovation Team Leadership
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Enroll in the Next Program

Everything you learn is built on top of the previous 
programs for a successful innovation team leadership.

• How to prepare an innovation project using 
Bluecallom

• How to assemble your initial team to kick off a 
BlueCallom

• How to prepare each episode that will help the 
team to be most effective

• How to manage the first innovation opportunity 
discovery

• How to craft the innovation strategy based on 
the team’s research

• How to set budgets, timelines, and KPIs for your 
BlueCallom innovation projects

• How to involve customers and partners in the 
innovation project

• How to manage each innovation episode and 
how to involve the executive team

• How to prepare each episode closing and assess 
data, KPIs, budgets, and timelines

• How to manage reporting and the dashboard, 
automatic data consolidation across projects

• How to keep up with innovation culture and team 
creativity.

What you will learn

Skills you will gain

Each of the skills are based on a dedicated Innovation 
Journey method.

• Innovation team leadership skills
• Innovation strategy building skills
• Innovation team assembly skills
• Innovation project management skills
• Innovation finance management skills
• Vision communication skills
• Innovation time management skills
• Innovation success management skills

Managers aiming to manage an innovation project 
or innovation department and an entire innovation 
lifecycle.

Who is this for?

Program Details & Application

ID 205110 |  $ 2,500 / person*

• 3-weeks, instructor-led online training
• Two 3-hour sessions per week
• Online exam at the end of the program
• Max. 16 attendees
• Total of 6 sessions

At present day, all our trainings are conducted online. 
BlueCallom is professionally connected via ultra high 
speed fiber connections to the Internet. We are using 
HD cameras and professional audio equipment.

*We reserve the right to change prices without notice. 
Please check our website for latest updates

bluecallom.com/IMAcad  |  #BlueCallom
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Certified Deep 
Innovation 
Design Executive 
(BCDE) 

Length 1 Week

Workload 3 sessions
3-hour per sessions

Delivery 
Mode

Instructor-led online 
Training in small groups
BlueCallom Software

✔ Prerequisite None

Start Date Check the website

Course ID ID 205180

Fees $2,200 per person

Certificate Exam
BCDE Certificate

Disruptive innovation is the most powerful 
competitive advantage of all. However, so far, 
enterprises have delivered only improvements. The 
disruption came from startups. The objective of this 
program is to help executives get to groundbreaking 
innovation. The program also shall help executives 
guide their innovation management teams to 
predictable results and how the management teams 
can answer a few key questions: “What do I physically 
do to think innovative”. And if such a project reaches 
the executive level, the program explains why it was 
virtually impossible to convince boards, shareholder 
representatives, unions, policymakers, and other 
parties to support such a project, despite the request 
for more innovation – and how to change that.

The program provides a comprehensive overview of 
the new Neuro Innovation Design model and why it 
is dedicated to groundbreaking innovation. You will 
not need to become an innovation expert to know 
what you can expect from your leadership team and 
how it should be composed. We make a deep dive 
into the structural aspects of an innovation effort, 
innovation capitalization, innovation KPIs, innovation 
management and systems, innovation team building, 
and talent acquisition, as well as the entire innovation 
complex of a global enterprise.

Direct your innovation needs in a very 
strategic manner
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Enroll in the Next Program

Everything you learn is based on modern 
neuroscience and years of innovation practice in 
building disruptive businesses and helping fast-
growing companies to maximize their innovative 
ideas.

• Why we can move away from random creativity
• How to craft a corporate innovation strategy
• What performance can you expect from a top 

innovation team
• How to assemble an innovation leadership team
• How to judge all critical aspects of innovation 

projects
• How to finance disruptive and groundbreaking 

innovation
• What risks to consider in innovation projects
• What to consider when innovating in public 

companies
• How to leverage executive innovation dashboard 

systems

What you will learn

Skills you will gain

Each of the skills are based on a dedicated Innovation 
Journey method.

• Enterprise innovation leadership skills
• Enterprise innovation strategy development skills
• Innovation management team-building skills
• Innovation opportunity identification skills
• Innovation financing and management skills
• Innovation-to-market skills

Executives needing to direct their company towards 
more innovation, board members, shareholders, 
union leaders, industry associations, economists, 
government representatives.

Who is this for?

Program Details & Application

ID 205180 |  $ 2,200 / person*

• 1-weeks, instructor-led online training
• 3 days of 3-hour sessions each
• Max. 16 attendees
• Total of 3 sessions

At present day, all our trainings are conducted online. 
BlueCallom is professionally connected via ultra high 
speed fiber connections to the Internet. We are using 
HD cameras and professional audio equipment.

*We reserve the right to change prices without notice. 
Please check our website for latest updates
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Contact
CH 6005 Lucerne
Switzerland

+41 (41) 511-2660
IMAcad@bluecallom.com
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